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One Summer Street, Somerville, Massachusetts 02143 
Dear board member, 
617 / 623-5110 
Board Meeting - September 12, 1993 - 11am 
Cheryl Smith's apartment 
217 Cypress St. 
Brookline, MA 02146\ Tel. (617) 734-3919 
For this meeting, we'll have $15,500 to give out ($500 x 31 
proposals.) We also have $3,700 left over from previous board meetings, 
giving us a grand total of $19,200 that we could give out at this meeting. 
The business items for the meeting are at the end of the grants 
agenda portion of this letter. I'll send you updated info for the 
requests, plus whatever references I have at the time, about two weeks 
before the board meeting. 
If you have any comments and can't come to the meeting, please send 
in your feedback as well as your proxy. 
AGENDA 
** Any last minute items of information by staff which are important to 
meeting. A report on any emergency grants given since the last board 
meeting. 
GRANT REQUESTS 
Peace/Anti-Militarism 
1) Houston Committee for Youth and Nonmilitary Opportunities (Bellaire, 
TX) - Requesting $500 for the printing of literature for school libraries 
and counselors, and for literature racks. 
Yes No Maybe __ 
2) Pax Christi New Orleans (LA) - $800 requested toward the start-up costs 
for an alternative coffee house. 
Yes No Maybe __ 
25 Years of Funding Social Change 1967-1992 . ... 
• 
• 
• 
3) Appalachian Peace & Justice Network (Athens, OH) - They're asking for $800 
toward the cost of printing and distribution of new publicity materials and their 
newsletter. 
Yes No __ Maybe __ 
Prisoners 
4) Pelican Bay Information Project (San Francisco, CA) - $1,000 (?) requested for a 
special issue of their quarterly newsletter, "Pelican Bay Express", for prisoners 
and the public. Newsletters to be reviewed and reported on by a board member. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
5) US Campaign to Free Mordechai Vanunu (Madison, WI) - Asking for $750 toward 
organizing demonstrations at the Israeli embassy and at consulates in late September 
and in October. 
Yes No Maybe __ 
Health/Disability/AIDS 
6) Wobanaki, Inc. (Missisquoi) - Requesting $450 toward the costs of renovating 
their office bathroom to make it accessible. We gave them a $150 emergency grant in 
July for the costs of installing a wheelchair ramp to their office. 
Yes No ___ Maybe __ 
7) Francis House (Tampa, FL) - They are asking for $775 to rent a video camera and 
lighting equipment to film a video on HIV/AIDS. 
Yes No ___ Maybe __ 
• 
• 
• 
8) Project on Women and Disability (Boston, MA) - Asking for $800 for a laser 
printer . 
Yes No __ _ Maybe __ 
Central and Latin America and the Caribbean 
9) PhilaLink For Haiti (Philadelphia, PA) - A request of $800 for a fax machine, 
and toward the salary of a staff person. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
10) Rio Maria Committee (Cambridge, MA) - Requesting $800 for the costs of sending 
out six urgent action bulletins to government officials in Brazil protesting 
violence there against farmers, union organizers and church people. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
11) Committee for Health Rights in Central America (San Francisco, CA) - They're 
asking for $775 to fund educational and outreach follow-up to their 10th North 
America-Nicaragua Colloquium in August. (Please note that we made a grant to 
National CAHRN in April; the above is a local chapter.) 
Yes No Maybe __ 
12) Central American Sanctuary Alliance of Delaware County (Media, PA) - Request 
of $764 to fund the publication and distribution of their newsletter for one year. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe 
13) Austin Peace & Justice Coalition Education Fund (TX) - Requesting $493 toward 
the costs of printing an expanded edition of their newsletter which will focus on 
the North American Free Trade Agreement. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ _ 
• 
14) Mouvrnan Peyizan Papay Education & Development Fund (Boston, MA) - They're 
asking for $800 toward the expenses of a fund raising mailing . 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ _ 
15) Haiti Communications Project Fund (Boston, MA) - Asking for $800 toward the 
expenses of their ongoing educational and networking program. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
16) Fair Trade Committee/CASA (Cambridge, MA) - Request of $800 for the expenses 
of their anti-NAFTA project. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ _ 
• Students/Public Education 
• 
17) Campus Action, Inc. (Albany, NY) - They're asking for $800 to help fund the 
production and distribution of their Activist Directory. One of the Board members 
will review this for a report to the meeting. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
18) Educators for Social Responsibility - NH Chapter (Concord, NH) - Asking for 
$800 toward the expenses of their Leadership Training Project workshops. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
19) Mass. Community Coalition for Public Education (Roslindale, MA) - Request of 
$500 toward the production of their newsletter, "Mass. Parents' Agenda." 
Yes No ___ Maybe __ 
• 
• 
• 
Women 
20) Hujer a Hujer {San Antonio, TX) - $750 requested toward the costs of 
translating into English their manual for organizing popular education around 
economic restructuring from a gender perspective. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
21) Take Back the Night Coalition {Madison, WI) - $800 request for the cost of a 
sound system and for insurance for their rally and march on October 23rd. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
Community/Anti-racism 
22) Somerville Haitian Coalition {MA) - Asking for $1,000 {?) for the expenses of a 
public event. 
Yes No ___ Maybe __ 
23) New Road Community Development Group of Exmore (VA) - $800 request toward the 
expenses of organizing, including the salary for a staff person. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual 
24) Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Workplace Issues Conference {San Francisco, CA) -
Request of $800 toward the non-travel expenses of the Conference in October. 
Yes No ___ Maybe __ 
25) Equal Protection Lewiston {ME) - Asking for $800 to print bumper stickers to be 
used in organizing support for an anti-discrimination city ordinance. 
Yes No ___ Maybe __ 
• 
• 
26) Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Campus Center (Madison, WI) - $775 requested for set-
up costs, equipment rental, for travel ($115), and other expenses for a Lesbian 
Health Fair. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
Cultural 
27) Blue Yonder Audio (Royal Oak, MI) - $800 requested toward the costs of CDs and 
cassettes to produce copies of their recording, and for advertising the project; 
part of the profits to go to Native American organizations. Sample CDs to be 
reviewed by Board members who have CD-players. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
28) Wise Fool Puppet Intervention (San Francisco, CA) - $670 asked to fund an 
outreach mailing to community groups and schools, offering the group's training 
programs as a resource. 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
Miscellaneous 
29) Friends of Bosnia (South Hadley, MA) - $525 requested for the expenses of their 
public education and letter writing campaign. (See board packet: We made a grant 
to this group in April for $275, an amount less than they requested at that time, 
because board members had some questions about the group. The group sent a letter 
of clarification, as well as a request to consider another request. A Board/Staff 
lunch meeting decided this had merit and I sent a letter telling them they could 
submit a request for $525.) 
Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
30) Abalone Alliance (San Francisco, CA) - A request of $800 toward the expenses of 
their Computer Networking Project, a resource for eco/safe energy groups and 
individuals. 
• Yes __ No __ Maybe __ 
. ' . 
• 
• 
• 
31) Peace Offerings (Albany, NY) - Asking for $800 toward the purchase of a 
computerized point of sales and inventory system . 
Yes No ___ Maybe __ 
BUSINESS/POLICY ITEMS 
* Report from the Personnel Committee about the proposals for staff benefits/raises 
- The P.C. (Ken H. and Cheryl S.{consultant}) met with staff (TS and NM) on 8/9 to 
discuss options. 
* Arts/Resist Show - Report from Yana, who will also ask for Board members to 
volunteer to help at the events. 
* Board Search Committee - Several meetings ago, we decided that we would begin 
another search in the Fall for new board members. Well, believe it or not, this 
meeting more or less falls in the Fall. The current Board Search Committee members 
are: Pam Chamberlain, Louis Kampf, Tatiana Schreiber, and Nancy Moniz. We'll have 
to discuss our priorities for new members and set up a meeting of the Committee. 
* Office - Staff, finances and other miscellaneous items. 
* The next Board Meeting is scheduled for New York City on October 24th. I'll try 
to have a poll of non-Boston members who can attend. It would also be helpful to 
know which members from the Boston area can attend. 
That's it for now. 
For peace and justice, 
~~ 
Resist staff 
• RESIST BOARD MEETING 
September 12, 1993 
Cheryl Smith's apartment 
PRESENT: Wayne, Tess (chair), Louis, Nancy Moniz, Nancy Wechsler (minutes), Tatiana, 
Cheryl, Pam. 
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Emergency Grants: Since the last board meeting, Resist has given out one emergency grant. 
That grant, for $150, went to the Roxbury Workers Support Committee for a benefit BBQ 
picnic to raise money for the Greater Roxbury Workers Association. The money specifically 
went for a mailing. 
GRANTS: A total of $13,217 was given out to 19 groups. (That makes our yearly total, so 
far, $82,049.50.) We had $19,200 at hand to give out, so we can carry the remainder over 
to the next meetings. 
1. Houston Committee for Youth and Non-military Opportunities (Bellaire, TX) YES to a 
grant of $500 for the printing of literature for school libraries and counselors, and for 
literature ~acks. People pointed out that they had no position on lesbian/gay issues. 
Their work is important, but we feel strongly that they should develop a position on gays 
and lesbians and would encourage them to do that before submitting a grant application 
again . 
• 
Pax Christi New Orleans (LA) YES to a grant of $800 requested toward the start-up costs 
or an alternative coffee house. These folks seem feminist and good. Yes with very 
little discussion. 
3. Appalachian Peace and Justice Network (Athens, OH) YES to a grant of $800 toward the 
cost of printing and distributing of new publicity materials and their newsletter. Very 
little discussion. Suggest they get a union bug on printing. 
4. Pelican Bay Information Project (SF, CA) YES to a grant of $800 (they had asked for 
$1000), for a special issue of their quarterly newsletter, "Pelican Bay Express," for 
prisoners and the public. Tatiana gave a report on the groups' publication. 
5. US Campaign to Free Mordechai Vanunu (Madison, WI) YES to a grant of $750 (as 
requ~sted) toward organizing demonstrations at the Israeli embassy and at consulates in 
late September and in October. This is important. Very few people are working on this. 
The Israeli Left has deserted him. 
6. Wobanaki, Inc. (Missisquoi), YES to a grant of $450, as requested, toward the costs of 
renovating their office bathroom to make it accessible. (We had given them an emergency 
grant in July for the costs of installing a wheelchair ramp to their office.) 
7. Francis House (Tampa, FL) NO GRANT. They had asked for $775 to rent a video camera and 
lighting equipment to film a video on HIV/AIDS. Discussion: Seems more service than 
organizing. They have gotten money from larger foundations. Too much use of the word AIDS 
"Victim." Tell them they do important work, but that they do not fit into our criteria of 
, at we define as grassroots organizing. 
8. Project on Women and Disability (Boston, MA) YES to a grant of $800 for a laser 
printer. This group does organizing. Isn't service oriented. 
• 
9. PhilaLink for Haiti (Philadelphia, PA) YES to a grant of $800 for a fax machine, and 
toward the salary of a staff person. NM asked them to send additional information. It 
came in very late. 
10. Rio Maria Committee (Cambridge, MA) YES to a grant of $800 for the costs of sending 
out six urgent action bulletins to government officials in Brazil protesting violence 
there against farmers, union organizers and church people. Discussion: Should we get an 
article on Brazil for newsletter? Working Classroom people were there when one of the 
massacres occurred. At least Brazil has a workable left. 
11. Committee for Health Rights in Central America (SF, CA) YES to a grant of $775, as 
requested, to fund educational and outreach follow-up to their 10th North American-
Nicaragua Colloquium in August. We were impressed by the amount of work they are doing. 
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12. Central American Sanctuary Alliance of Delaware County (Media, PA) YES to a grant of 
$764, as requested, to fund the publication and distribution of their newsletter for one 
year. They don't have positions on any domestic issues. Did we ask them specifically for 
positions on domestic issues? Usually question #10 does that. Maybe this is because they 
are really several groups brought together around a single issue. 
13. Austin Peace and Justice Coalition Education Fund (TX) YES to a grant of $558, as 
requested, toward the costs of printing an expanded edition of their newsletter which will 
•
cus on NAFTA. Discussion: Important work. We've funded them before. What was going to 
in special issue? Louis K. reviewed some of their previous newsletters. Each issue 
focusses on some specific topic. Very multi-issue group. They reprint articles by good 
people. ASK THEM TO SEND US A FEW EXTRA COPIES OF THE NAFTA ISSUE WHEN IT COMES OUT. 
Several people on the board would like to have copies. 
14. Mouvman Peyizan Papay Education and Development Fund (Boston, MA) NO GRANT. They had 
asked for $800 toward the expenses of a fund raising mailing. This group has just 
started. Haven't done much in Boston yet. Nothing in program on AIDS. They should re-
apply when they've done more. Group seems quite diverse, coming together to do solidarity 
work. Very ambitious budget for a new group. Project vague. They were asking for seed 
money for fund raising mailing. Ken H. saw whole larger proposal. Branch of MPP in Haiti. 
Promising, and needed project. Potentially important. Most of money from fund raising is 
goin9 back to Haiti. We are more into organizing people here. Doing education here in 
the US about the situation in Haiti, or conditions of Haitians here. When you have a 
specific project on educating people in the US, then come back to us. Summary: Say no, we 
only fund organizing in this country. We don't fund brand new organizations. 
15. Haiti Communications Project Fund (Boston, MA) YES to a grant of $800 toward the 
expenses of their ongoing educational and networking program. We've given them money 
before. Proposal is nebulous, vague. Tatiana had problems getting one of them to follow-
up on article for newsletter on Haiti. Small group, overworked. Question raised re: 
their relationship to other Haitian organizing in city. They seem to be a coordinating 
center for demonstrations. 
M_ . Fair Trade Committee/CASA (Cambridge, MA) YES to a grant of $800 for the expenses of 
. eir anti-NAFTA project. 
17. Campus Action, Inc. (Albany, NY) SOME, $275, out of a request for $800 to help fund 
• 
3 
the production and distribution of their Activist Directory. Wayne looked over the first 
edition of the directory. They also publish Campus Action News. Doing useful work. Why 
should we pay for this, can't each group chip in some money for it to be revised? Mostly 
campus project. Should get support from community. Should be self-supporting. · Suggest to 
them that they ask each group to chip in a little money. 
18. Educators for Social Responsibility/NH Chapter (Concord, NH) NO GRANT. They had asked 
for $800 toward the expenses of their Leadership Training Project workshops. Discussion: 
Do we fund this kind of thing? Don't feel into funding conference on conflict resolution. 
More process oriented than activist. Decision: NO. Even though it is New Hampshire, this 
is a very mainstream activist project. There is no debate that teachers need this, but it 
isn't what we fund. 
19. Mass. Community Coalition for Public Education (Roslindale, MA) NO GRANT. They had 
asked for $500 toward the production of their newsletter, "Mass. Parents' Agenda." Not a 
Resist priority. More mainstream. No, done best to link arms across city lines, but it is 
harder to link Boston parents with others-- leads to least common denominator politics. 
Boston groups have so many more problems. Why not do this through state PTA? 
20. Mujer a Mujer (San Antonio, TX) YES to a grant of $750, as requested, toward the costs 
of translating into English their manual for organizing popular education around economic 
restructuring from a gender perspective. Discussion: They didn't send us a manual. 
Didn't say anything about reproductive rights. Maybe they just overlooked it. They wrote 
~ irst article we printed on NAFTA. YES- we'd like to see their manual when it's done, and 
~ so know if they have a position on reproductive rights. 
21. Take Back the Night Coalition (Madison, WI) NO GRANT. They had requested $800 to 
cover costs of sound system, photocopying, and advertising for their rally. Discussion: 
They seem to be organizing around this effort only. Event getting smaller every year. 
Should be doing other work year round. What will workshops be the next day? Why can't 
they get money from people at the university? Why not try feminist faculty. Suggest they 
talk to Linda Gordon in the History department and ask for names of possible faculty that 
might support this. 
22. Somerville Haitian Coalition (MA) NO GRANT. They had requested $1000 for the expenses 
of a public event. Discussion: Not much publicity for this event. Happened yesterday. 
Tatiana went. Well attended. Lots of groups. T-shirts and banners nice. A woman was the 
me and organizer. Two dance groups, program bi-lingual. AIDS info was very explicit, but 
only in English. They got money from the Boston Foundation and the City of Somerville. 
Seems like mainstream community organization. Haven't chosen specific projects yet. 
Decision: NO. Depending on what your organizing projects end up being, you could come 
back to us. We can't give you money just now, when it is more clear what your political 
perspective is, come back to us. If you have a project that you think mainstream funders 
wouldn't fund, apply to us for that. Note to write positive letter-- we're glad you got 
the money from the Boston Foundation, etc., etc. 
23. New Road Community Development Group of Exmore (VA) YES to a grant of $800 toward the 
expenses of organizing, including the salary for a staff person. Good people doing this. 
~ realistic to think they can have their own autonomy. 
~ - Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Workplace Issues Conference (SF, CA) NO GRANT. They had 
requested $800 toward the non-travel expenses of the Conference in October. They have 
• gotten corporate funding previously, specifically from gay groups of corporations. How 
much are they charging for participating? Seems targeted at professional employees. NO: 
We don't usually fund conferences with this large a budget. We don't usually fund 
conferences without more grassroots organizing component. We wish there were more of a 
labor perspective. (Call Bob Lewis, if they give us a hard time and ask him about this 
conf ere nee. ) 
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25. Equal Protection Lewiston (ME) NO GRANT. They had asked for $800 to print bumper 
stickers to be used in organizing support for an anti-discrimination city ordinance. 
Proposal too related to actual voting. Come back to us for educational part of work, even 
if it is after the election, and if you are in debt. 
26. Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Campus Center (Madison, WI) NO GRANT. They had requested 
$775 for setting up costs, equipment rental and travel ($115), and other expenses for a 
Lesbian Health Fair. Question raised as to whether this was primarily student service. 
This seems too servicy. Not what we fund. Maybe we should fund some of their other 
projects, lesbian visibility, speakers, etc. This is not an organizing project, according 
to our guidelines. 
27. Blue Yonder Audio (Royal Oak, MI) NO GRANT. They had requested $800 toward the costs 
of CDs and cassettes to produce copies of their recording, and for advertising the 
project; part of the profits to go to Native American organizations. Review of CDs: 
sentimental rock, kind of blah, unappealing. Second CD had so many types of music on it, 
lfllir..t wasn't clear when you would be in the mood to listen. Will this appeal to people? Can 
91ey really raise money with this? Most organizations they are dealing with aren't that 
radical. They take in a lot of money at the shows, expenses are high. It gives bands air 
play and visibility. Say something to them like-- it is nice they are doing this, most of 
the money you are giving away goes to mainstream Indian organizations that we wouldn't 
normally fund. 
28. Wise Fool Puppet Intervention (SF, CA) YES to a grant of $67& to fund outreach mailing 
to community groups and schools, offering the group's training programs as a resource. 
Puppets looked great. Puppets very important in gaining visibility for demonstrations, 
etc. Workshops seems like good idea. Puppets are powerful in capturing kids attention to 
demo. 
29. Friends of Bosnia (South Hadley, MA) YES to a grant of $525 for the expenses of their 
public education and letter writing campaign. (We made a grant to this group in April for 
$275, an amount less than they requested at that time, because board members had some 
questions about the group. The group sent a letter of clarification, as well as a request 
to consider another request.) Discussion: They answered questions raised before, but 
reference says they support military solution by US/UN. This led to a discussion about 
whether Resist had any agreement about being for or against a military option. What is 
out position on the arms embargo? Long discussion. Decision: YES. Board members are of 
mixed opinions on the role of US/UN military "peacekeeping." Many board members are 
against intervention in the form the US is likely to take-- but never-the-less, we support 
your efforts at keeping the realities of the situation visible. 
30. Abalone Alliance (SF, CA) NO GRANT. They had requested $800 toward the expenses of 
~ eir Computer Networking Project, a resource for eco/safe energy groups and individuals. 
,..,s this needed? Why start more? NO: The part where you teach people how to use things is 
good, but starting new computer networks isn't helpful. We didn't feel project of 
• encouraging people to develop more Bulletin Boards was a priority for us. 
31. Peace Offerings (Albany, NY) POSTPONED. They had asked for $800 toward the purchase 
of a computerized point of sales and inventory system. Question raised re: the budget. 
Postpone until we get more clarification and more information. 
Other Business 
Gay/Lesbian proposals: Have we been getting the wrong proposals from gay/lesbian groups? 
How can we find the groups we want to fund? We keep turning down gay/lesbian groups that 
apply to us. 
NYC meeting: The meeting might be at George's, or Merble's, stay tuned-- be sure to check 
your board agenda sheet. Tatiana, Cheryl and Wayne said they couldn't go; Louis said he 
could, and Pam, Wee, and Tess said possibly. 
Finances: Cambridge Trust Company: $ 33,027.59 
Operating Fund (Calvert) $ 92,717.85 
Bond Fund $138,218.09 
Total unrestricted: $263,963,53 
Loan Fund: $ 5,878.50 
• 
Resist Endowment Fund $ 23,149.97 
Cohen Endowment Fund $ 11,210.02 
Total restricted: $ 40,238.49 
Total all funds: $304,202.02 
Fundraising: Wechsler asked fQr suggestions for small lists to round off the big direct 
mail drop that just happened. One list fell through and a few others were smaller than 
expected, so we have some brochures left over. Suggestions: Cambridge Rainbow list, Rand 
Wilson (391-3866) labor list, URPE list (wee is checking on this), Radical Teacher. 
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Donation: The Boston Women's Community Radio has folded and donated $750 to Resist. 
Board/Search Committee: Some names were suggested: Gordon Gottlieb, Mark Miller. 
Discussion as to what our goals will be for this round of looking. We need to set up a 
meeting to make recommendations to the whole board as to goals. Bring recommendations to 
December meeting. Board search committee currently consists of: Pam, Louis, Tatiana, and 
Nancy Moniz. Other people should call in their input. Committee will make sure to talk 
to Fran and Renae. We need to see what is currently our makeup and diversity, in terms of 
active board members-- looking at attendance at board meetings-- see who has come, and 
also areas of expertise that we have covered and that are missing. 
Dee Farmer: When Nancy Moniz was talking to Judy Greenspan (contact for Committee for 
Marion Lockdown) recently she discovered that Dee Farmer had actually written the proposal 
and the progress reports, and that Judy had been a go-between. Then the Committee for 
& rion Lockdown came to us and asked for a grant and we told them we couldn't give them 
, other one, because we had just funded them. Dee Farmer probably used the money to work 
on this issue, but he/she represented him/herself as the Committee when he/she wasn't. 
.I, I • ... 
• Wee said she would talk to Judy Greenspan (whom she knew years ago), and N. Moniz will 
write Dee Farmer (with input from Cheryl Smith) and let her know that this is not the way 
to get money from foundations, and that we won't consider grant requests from her in the 
future. 
·Gt.,l111q 
Condolences: Two deaths to report. Ron Keiplan, a Resist supporter and known to many 
Resist board members, died of a heart attack over July 4th weekend. Wee will send note to 
Monique Van Gigch, 19A Haskell St., Allston. Also Margaret Quiggly from Political 
Research Associates died in a car accident in August. Wee will send PRA a note. 
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ART SHOW: Tatiana has a written report that will be included with these minutes. She is 
looking for volunteers to do various tasks, including gallery sitting and being at events. 
Decision re: art show budget. We agreed to fund the art show with an additional $750 to 
cover costs of additional mailing and food. 
Discussion of Feldman's letter re: Odyssey display panel being -anti-Semitic. Pam had good 
wording for a response, and will write it up and send the office a copy·. 
Personnel Committee Report: Written materials were handed out. Committee di'scussed many 
options including creating a sabbatical leave plan, retirement plan, cafeteria style ·.s°' .... 
benefits. Committee and staff couldn't come to agreement as to what was most needed or 
wanted or affordable. Last meeting of committee came to conclusion that it was not 
possible to satisfy all staff and will discuss the issue again in February. Cost of 
.-.iving Raise in January is not affected, and staff will continue to receive it. This led 
.i,o a long discussion about underlying issues involved in all of this-- including tension 
from the last year working on the Anniversary, and the feeling from one staff member that 
there wasn't enough flexibility among the staff, that people were not able to take on 
anything new, and that we needed to think about benefits and staffing time, etc. It was 
decided that each staff person would discuss the situation with one or more people on the 
board, as well as the three staff people would try to sit down and discuss it all with 
each other. Then the board would meet without the staff and discuss the situation. 
Question was raised as to whether we needed to take on any new projects, and wouldn't this 
year be less stressful because we wouldn't be organizing anniversary events. There was 
some disagreement among staff as to how much tension actually existed. 
Next meeting October 24 in NYC. Place to be announced. Be there, or be square . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Sabbatical Leave Information 
Prepared by Tatiana Summer, 1993 
The following policies exist at other organizations: 
South End Press. Collective members there currently earn 27,500/yr. Each full-
time collective member is eligible for a 12 month leave at 1/2 pay after 
working five years full time, exclusive of time off for parental leave or 
personal leave or periods of part-time work. (they can take shorter periods of 
personal time off without pay with collective approval). [They don't have 
permanant part-time collective members.] Only one collective member can take a 
sabbatical at a given time, and distribution of leaves goes by seniority. 
There must be majority consent to the leave so as not to endanger the health 
or survival of the business. Health insurance is continued during the leave. 
They do not necessarily replace workers who are on leave. Loie said SEP 
doesn't have this but that many places require that you must return to work 
for at least 12 months following the leave, or return the pay. 
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee: Three month sabattical with full pay 
and all benefits. Available to any staff member who has been there six months . 
Both part time and full time are eligible. Must make your request before 
budget has been decided for the year. Person must commit to staying a year on 
their return, or give up 1/3 of sabattical pay. The policy is to allow peole 
to finish other projects in their lives. Gordon says that with one woman who 
took the leave, it made yer more committed to the organization whereas before 
her leave she had been ambivalent. 
If a replacement worker was hired at UUSC, they would get benefits after 
working 6 months. Before 6 months, they would get prorated vacation, but no 
health insurance. 
UUSC also has a 403B pension plan through AETNA. He says pensions are mroe 
expensive to an organiztion in the long run, but they show a more profound 
commitment to the staff. 
American Friends Service Committee: They have two policies. A) Extended leave 
for all administrative employees who work 21 hours or more. Available after 10 
years of service and every ten years. Receive 6 weeks at full pay or 12 weeks 
at half pay. Call also use accrued vacation time to supplement income or to 
extend the leave. Scheduling subject to approval .... B) Sabbattical. Given for 
specific projects approved by organization and of benefit to the organization. 
Available after 6 years and every six years. Can take leave up to 12 weeks at 
full pay and can use vacation time to extend the leave. Full benefits . 
• 
• 
• 
I compiled the following data pertaining to the cost of a sabbatical leave 
policy for RESIST staff members. Keep in mind that these costs should be 
averaged over 7 years. 
Our current salaries: 15.17/hr 
Yana (14 hrs/week) gross= 212,38/wk or 11,043.76/yr + health insurance at 
2372.16/yr + 77 (workers comp). Total= 13,492.92. 
Nancy M (40 hrs/week) gross= 606.80/wk or 31,553.1/yr + health insurance at 
2372.16/yr + 220.87 (workers' comp)= 34,146.13. 
Nancy W (32 hrs/week) gross= 485.44/wk or 25,242.88/yr + health insurance at 
2,289/yr + 176.70 = 27,708.58. 
We have four weeks paid vacation and 16 health/personal days. 
Our sabbatical leave policy could be the same for all permanant employees, 
based on their average salary in the preceeding two years. Each staff member 
would be eligible for the leave after seven years of work at the hours they 
generally work, i.e. the above, exclusive of parental and personal time off . 
The following are the costs for six months at 1/2 pay, with health insurance 
continuing and utilizing a replacement worker at $12/hr. 
Yana: 2,760.94 + 1,186.00 = 3,946.94 
(replacement worker at 12/hr = 4399 (including workers' comp) 
Total cost including replacement for six months= 8,345.94 as compared to 
6,746.46 if the worker did not take a leave, so actual cost= 1,599.48. 
Nancy Moniz: 7,888.40 + 1,186 = 9,074.4 
(replacement worker at 12/hr = 12,567 (including workers' comp) 
Total cost including replacement for six months= 21,641.4 as compared to 
17,073.06 if the worker did not take a leave, so actual cost= 4,568.34. 
Nancy Wechsler: 6,310.72 + 1,144.50 = 7455.22 
(replacement worker at 12/hr = 10,054 (including workers' comp) 
Total cost including replacement worker for six months= 17,509.22 as 
compared to 13,854.29 if the worker did not take a leave, so actual cost is 
3,654.93. 
If we took a full year off with 1/2 pay and full health insurance, the costs 
are: 
Yana = 7,894.04 
replacement= 8,797 for total of 16,691.04 compared to 13,492.92. Actual cost 
is 3,198.12 . 
Nancy Moniz= 18,148.96 
replacment = 25,135 for total of 43,283.96 compared to 34,146. Actual 
=9,137.96. 
Nancy Wechsler= 14,910.44 
replacement= 20,107 for total of 35,017 compared to 27,708.58. Actual= 
7,308.42. 
• 
• 
• 
I also compiled figures for 12 weeks, full pay, with replacement worker at 
$14/hr. as this might be more reasonable. 
Tatiana 2,548.56 gross 
547.42 health insurance 
3,095.98 
Replacement 2369.76 (includes worker's comp) 
TOTAL 5465.74 (over 7 years= 780/yr) 
Nancy Moniz 7281.60 
547.42 
7829.02 
Replacement 6766.82 
TOTAL 14,595.84 (over 7 years = 2,085.12/yr) 
Nancy Wechsler 
6372.70 
Replacement 5416.77 
TOTAL 11,789.47 (over 7 years = 1,684.21/yr) 
We could also consider a leave policy with no pay, but continued health 
benefits, or no pay and half-benefits, etc. 
For comparative purposes, if we raised our salaries by approximately 5% or .75 
(to 15.92/hr) it would cost: 
Yana: one year, 546 dollars. 
Nancy W: one year, 1,232.08. 
Nancy M: one year, 1,560.5 . 
• 
• 
• 
Hayyim Feldman 
83 Belmont Street 
Somerville, MA 02143 
August 28, 1993 
Tatiana Schreiber 
RESIST 
One Summer Street 
Somerville, MA 02143 
Dear Friends, 
Luke Janusz and Dot Walsh 
Odyssey Enterprises 
Box 14 
Dedham, MA 02026 
Thank you~ Tatiana, for inviting me to share my concerns with you 
about your generally heartening 25th anniversary display. 
Since I am a stranger to you, let me start by introducing myself. 
I have been an activist of the Jewish left for many years. I am 
on the steering committee of the Boston chapter of New Jewish 
Agenda, and am a former co-chair of NJA's national Anti-Semitism · 
and Racism Task Force. I am also a new neighbor of RESIST's, 
having moved to Somerville a year ago. As I am still learning my 
way around Somerville and the local progressive community, I 
expected to make contact with RESIST sometime soon. Now I'm 
sorry that didn't happen before this letter became necessary. 
After missing RESIST's anniversary celebration, I was very happy 
to find the display up at my food coop. That is, until I did a 
double take at the collage submitted by Odyssey. The collage 
vividly shows the suffering caused by punitive and inhumane 
treatment of prisoners. Toward that end the artist regrettably, 
though not exceptionally, drew two classic elements from the 
repertoire of Christian culture's anti-Judaic tradition. 
One was a crucifixion scene, with a nail about to be pounded 
through Jesus's hand. The other was an unidentified quotation, 
"An eye for an eye only leaves everybody blind" - referring fo a 
passage from the Hebrew Bible that, as a result of Christian 
anti-Judaic polemic, has long been almost universally mis-
construed. The double blow of the artist's probably unconscious 
deployment of two anti-Jewish representations to advance a valid 
m~ssage would by itself be cause for chagrin. But to convey the 
full impact I have to take a moment, with your indulgence, to 
unravel the "eye for an eye" canard. 
In fact, there was never a time when Jewish law understood the 
so-called lex talionis to call for the "retaliation in kind" 
attributed and criticized by Odyssey. Instead, the identical 
"life for life" formula is used explicitly to require compensa-
tion for the value of the loss (Leviticus 24:21). That was the 
unquestioned meaning of the statute in Jewish practice - so much 
so that for the one exception, capital punishment for murder, the 
possibility of compensation had to be explicitly rejected 
(Numbers 35:31). The essential difference between this law and 
its parallels in other ancient legal codes is that the penalty 
did not depend on the social · status of the injured party. 
. -, 
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Christianity, asserting a "new covenant" of loving intimacy with 
God, constructed a counterposing image of Jews: recalcitrant, 
rejecting and therefore fearing God as distant and punitive . 
Christianity claimed spirit, faith and love for itself, and 
relegated Judaism to flesh -, (dis)obedience and law. · In this 
story, the Jews themselves were ultimately to suffer divine 
retribution, in the form of dispersion and persecution, for 
their torture of the innocent God. 
That anti-Jewish construct is the historical origin of the 
tenacious image of Judaism as a religion of harsh retribution, 
demanding, like Shylock, its "pound of flesh." It is the source 
of the commonly assumed meaning of the "eye for and eye" passage. 
And it is also the reason why the presence of these two images in 
the collage is more grievous than a simple -overemphasis on Jewish 
sources of criminal injustice. In effect, they evoke the whole 
myth of Judaism itself as the epitomy of vindictive legalism -
So there we have the problem that led me to call RESIST's office. 
I was given Odyssey's address, with the suggestion that I contact 
them directly, and I address this letter equally to Odyssey. But 
RESIST bears responsibility for its own 25th anniversary display. 
I understand that RESIST solicited pieces from groups it has 
supported, and displayed those pieces without editorial comment. 
I wonder if you would have done so with a piece whose imagery 
several of you found personally and politically oppressive. My 
guess is that you would have discussed some options: whether to 
speak with whoever submitted it, whether to display it at all, or 
only with some kind of disclaimer. My guess, again, is that the 
problem here did not arise because there was nothing you could ·do 
about it, but rather because you didn't perceive it as a problem. 
Unless either organization might use the display again in another 
context, some of this is obviously moot now - but I hope not all 
of it. That depends on whether you agree that you overlooked a 
real problem. I certainly think that a disclaimer or some public 
acknowledgment of -the issue in RESIST and Odyssey newsletters or 
other mailings would still be in order. At the least, I hope you 
will consider what needs to happen internally so that you will be 
prepared to catch and respond to such problems in the future. 
Since organizations that do good work around particular issues 
aren't immune to political blind spots in other areas, RESIST may 
need more of a policy about using or supporting potentially 
offensive material. More specifically, both Odyssey and RESIST 
clearly need to learn to recognize anti-Semitism (anti-Jewism) as 
readily as they might spot other forms of oppression. 
I would be happy to discuss this matter with any of you further. 
I do look forward to your responses. 
In solidarity, 
-~~ Hayyim Feldman 
--
September 10, 1993 
References for the Resist September 12, 1993 Board Meeting: 
1) Houston Committee for Youth & Non-Military Opportunities - Jude Filler knew of 
the contact person who is a teacher in a Houston high school and a leader with 
Houston Non Violent Action for the last few years. She suggested that I call 
Alvaro Luna of the National Movement of La Raza in Houston. He said the La Raza has 
done work with this group and thinks it is "a very good group with very clear 
objectives ... providing an alternative vehicle to the military for high school 
students ... I think highly of them .... very needed in Houston area ... diverse group: 
Blacks, Chicanos, Latinos ... impressed with work and structure ... Highly 
recommended. 
I called Alvaro Luna of La Raza again for this. He agreed with his last 
reference and said that recently the group has had very good outreach programs to 
high school students. Houston is a very conservative area and the group has "had a 
long struggle to finally open up the doors to schools to alternatives." Alvaro said 
the groups's work is "very impressive." 
2) Pax Christi/New Orleans - For their last request I had called Ray Santiago of 
the Funding Exchange who suggested I talk with Ron Chisholm and Barbara Major of the 
People's Institute for Survival & Beyond in New Orleans. Ron said that he'd done a 
presentation with the group a couple of years ago. The Institute was trying to get 
them to connect issues of peace with those of race. He said he "really struggled 
with them over the issue of inclusion of people of color." He didn't know what 
progress had been made and didn't know what the group is doing now. He knew they 
work on peace issues and had done death penalty work. He said that "They're betwixt 
and between" on reproductive and abortion rights - "some members for, some 
against .... Group was mostly white, middle income, very few people of color." I 
also talked with Barbara Majors of People's Institute who said that she has been 
invited to speak at the group's meetings on how to bridge with local community of 
color. She said that they are committed to peace and justice and were "front liners 
against David Duke." Although it is a predominantly white group, the leaders have a 
history in the civil rights movement. Barbara said that they are very open to the 
process of working with people of color groups. As far as the issue of choice for 
women, she said that she hasn't seen them as a group either pro- or anti-, and that 
she personally wouldn't deal with them if they were anti-choice. She gets their 
newsletter which is "pretty decent on positions", and mentioned that the group does 
follow-up phone calls to alert people about events. She said that they did a demo 
at the arrival of the Columbus ships in New Orleans. 
I talked with Barbara again for this request. She said that the group now has 
their office in a neighborhood of people of color, across from the St.Thomas 
Project, and the director goes to the weekly meeting of the St. Thomas/Irish 
Channel Consortium. She said that the group is "trucking along, doing good stuff, 
becoming more visible, more people in the Black community know about them ... 
becoming more a part of the community." Barbara said that the group brought up the 
idea of the coffee house with the Consortium, not to organize the community but to 
have a space for dialogue. She said people thought it would be a good idea and 
isn't a "yuppie thing." She thinks it's a good concept, but not sure if the Black 
community asked for this. In general, though, Barbara is very positive about the 
group. 
3) Appalachian Peace & Justice Network - I called Jana Schroeder of AFSC/Dayton, 
who referred me to another staff person who works with these groups. Michael Hawk 
said the group is "really good, but extremely understaffed and sometimes try to take 
on a little more that they can do. What they do, though, is very good .... under 
• 
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funded ... really committed people ... recently had a conference, which was really 
good on racial diversity. The organization itself is predominantly white, hetero, 
but has good diversity along economic lines. Athens, OH has a large Appalachian 
population .. The group deals with a large geographic area, as much outside of Ohio 
as inside ... do a lot of anti-racism and cultural heritage work, which is important . 
They have done training for peacekeepers at KKK rallies and have had counter 
rallies, among the best I've ever seen." Positive reference. 
4) Pelican Bay Information Project - I called Judy Greenspan, ex- of ACLU Prison 
Project. Judy said the group is "wonderful. .. only group focusing on Pelican Bay 
Prison ... one of the most hideous control units I've heard of ... The group has done 
events ... well attended ... have former prisoners working with them ... activists ... a 
good group of folks ... real solid group, not fly-by-night ... The newsletter is very 
good .. keeps getting better." Judy highly recommends funding. 
Linda Lucero of the Vanguard Foundation said VF gave the group a small grant. 
"doing very difficult work that needs to be done ... The contact people are long-
time activists in the field who have a lot of respect from the movement ... a good 
group." Recommended. 
5) US Campaign to Free Mordechai Vanunu - I've been having a problem with this 
one. The groups and/or foundations that I would have expected to know about this 
(Washington Peace Center, WI Community Fund, Crossroads Fund) knew little. As of 
9/7/93, the Washington Peace Center hadn't been contacted about a demo at the 
Israeli Embassy. They thought the DC Catholic Worker was involved. WSC just heard 
of this; said the contact person is well thought of and a good organizer, but didn't 
know much about the group. Crossroads said the group had applied but they won't be 
considered because it's a national campaign, the board didn't see this as a 
priority, and they had no sense of how many people were involved. I called Synapses 
in Chicago. All they knew was that the group leafleted at the Chicago Tribune and 
that people involved are Catholic Worker. Synapses is not involved in this. I then 
called Sr. Jean Hughes of the Eighth Day Center for Peace & Justice. She did know 
of this in Chicago. She said that one of the group's problems is that they're 
trying to do this nationally. She said "they're using the Catholic Workers as a 
vehicle to organize. The organizers met with people during the summer and have had 
a couple of forums and meetings since then." She said "they're people of integrity 
and will do what they say." She feels that this is an important issue, combining 
human rights issues with issues of democracy. She didn't have any sense of how many 
people or how large a demo in Chicago might be. 
6) Wobanaki - For their first request to Resist, I talked with Will Miller of the 
Green Mountain and Haymarket Funds. He said both funds have made grants to the 
organization. This is "the only active and effective group working on the issue of 
Native American rights in Vermont ... they're struggling to re-gain official tribal 
status from the state and over broken tribal and treaty rights ... The headquarters 
is the center of operations." Will recommended giving them a grant. 
For the March 1993 request I talked with Ken Hale about his impressions. He said 
that everyone he'd talked with were very positive about this group. They have been 
struggling for 300 years against tremendous odds and continue to struggle to keep 
their culture and language and to keep both in the consciousness of their people. 
They also struggle for their land rights. Ken first heard about this some 10 years 
ago. He felt that, on the above grounds, he would support their request. Same with 
this one. 
7) Francis House - I talked with Melissa of the Women's AIDS Resource Movement in 
Tampa. She knew of this and her group works with them on an ongoing support group 
for women with AIDS. She said that this is "wonderful group, we have good 
relationships with them ... but they don't do political organizing ... consider them a 
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social service agency ... associated with the Catholic Church, don't deal at all with 
issues of reproductive rights ... I have questions about why they need to produce 
another video on AIDS and how they'd use it. There are so many videos on AIDS out 
there already." 
8) Project on Women & Disability - Kate Cloud wanted to tell us that RESPOND first 
heard of this group about a year and a half ago. They were very interested in the 
group's training sessions for agencies. Kate said the group "was great ... had many 
options. They came and did a two hour workshop for RESPOND ... easy to work with .. a 
satisfying experience." Kate said that the group had a good political outlook, 
especially in the resource material they have which cover many different disability 
issues. Kate was impressed with them. I also talked with Lisa Gallitin, ex- of 
Office Technology Education Project. She said that the group assisted OTEP last 
winter. OTEP had an injured worker support group, and this group did a workshop 
with them on the oppression of disabled people, which was "great ... participatory to 
get people to see their oppression ... very activist oriented ... got them thinking 
about reclaiming power in their lives ... geared toward empowering workers to take 
action." Lisa said that her sense is that they group "does have an organizing 
perspective ... have a larger liberation perspective of people organizing into a 
movement, this is their goal .. do have service aspects to their work as well." Lisa 
was also very impressed with the group and recommended funding. 
9) PhilaLink For Haiti - Frank Brodhead knows of the group and says it's "done 
first rate work." He checked further with several contacts. He said that the group 
"has good spirit which I like ... most of my contacts say this is the only 
organization in the city doing work focused on Haiti ... solidly rooted in the 
Haitian community, not just white liberal group ... (although there are connections 
with some churches) not a church activity ... good (communication and) connections 
with the Washington Office on Haiti ... Chris has gone to some events, the Aristide 
event was important and impressive ... Their newsletter ... what the general media is 
leaving out of their coverage ... competent group, enthusiastic." Frank thinks 
highly of the group, based on his contacts. 
10) Rio Maria Committee - Tess Ewing knows of the group and gets their newsletter. 
I also talked with Jack Hamilton of CMS who said he knew them and had also donated 
to the group. He said that there are "very few solidarity groups working on 
Brazilian issues ... This one is focused on 'the hot spot' on human rights issues ... 
It's very good they stay focused on this one specific area of rural violence ... good 
newsletter ... precise information given ... They work with a great person (Fr. 
Rezende) in Brazil ... doing excellent work ... I appreciate the level of enthusiasm 
they have ... been around about 18 months ... demonstrated stability ... really could 
use the grant ... good group." Jack highly recommends funding them. 
11) Committee for Health Rights in C.A. - For their 1991 request, I first talked 
with Linda Lucero of Vanguard Foundation in S.F. She said that this is a really 
good group. They weren't funded in the last Vanguard cycle only because it was felt 
that other groups on the agenda had fewer resources than CHRICA. Linda feels that 
this is a very effective and consistent group. Effective in connecting Central 
American issues with local work. She gave an example of how they have work brigades 
doing projects in different neighborhoods in the Bay area. I then talked with Rene 
Valle. He also said this group does very good work. They have a "very rehab 
orientation and work with doctors and professional organizations." They have a 
committee on El Salvador to provide material aid. He knows some of the people 
involved. Rene said that CHRICA is very active in the Bay area and is one of the 
most active chapters in the U.S. I called Linda for this request and she said that 
they're still doing good work, have kept their movement going, have a lot of 
visibility. Linda still does recommend funding. 
-12) CASA of Delaware County - Angie Berryman of AFSC/Philadelphia said that she 
knew of this group. "They do quite good work ... political education, events, fund 
raising. . . a really good group. " Recommended. 
13) Austin Peace & Justice Coalition Education Fund - (Please note enclosed updated 
info: they've increased their request to $558.) For their last request I called 
Jude Filler of TX Alliance for Human Needs. She said that this group is 
"terrific ... work with TAHN ... the leading group in the city that brings together 
Central America, environmental, anti-war and other groups ... done the most work on 
many different issues .. working on the issue of the Peace Dividend among other 
issues ... all this work with one part-time staff person, volunteers and a low 
budget ... very, very good newsletter ... good project request to Resist .... excellent 
group." She highly recommended funding them. 
Jude Filler of TAHN again recommended them, "doing some neat things ... taking 
leadership on executions in the state, had a major rally on the Gary Grant case ... 
still a terrific group." 
14) MPP-EDF - I talked with Arielle Adrien of the Association of Haitian Women in 
Boston who knew of this organization in Haiti, "very big ... done a lot of work 
there, coops, education ... get good funding there ... somewhat radical ... demands for 
land and education ... " She said that she knows some of the people involved in the 
Boston group ... "very new group in Boston ... haven't done anything yet." 
15) Haiti Communications Project - For their last request I talked with Tommie 
Harris of Haymarket. She said that their board gave this group a grant of $7,000 
because they were "very enthused and excited about the work ... much need in the US 
for real information .... impressed with how they compile and distribute information 
direct from Haiti ... plan to distribute on a national level ... Most of the other 
Haiti work is local, this is unique .... Solid political people." She recommended 
funding the group then. 
For this request, I talked with Arielle Adrien. She said that this is a good 
group, liberal but is well known in the community, visible and a good resource, 
pretty active, doing a lot of work. She recommended funding them. Mike Prokasch of 
NECAN said the group is "great! ... built up a large mailing list ... great 
international analysis ... make good connections with the issues of other 
countries ... very good allies ... well organized." He also recommended them. 
16) Fair Trade Committee/CASA - Mike Prokasch of NECAN said that this is the most 
active committee of CASA. Most of the people corning into CASA are most interested 
in working on this. They're mainly doing educational work and working on Rep. 
Moakley. Mike feels there's good work being done and recommends funding. 
17) Campus Action - Carmen Rau of the Social Justice Center in Albany said that 
the group's contact person has done great things in the area. (He was a staff person 
for the Korea group there, among other activities.) "This is a truly multi-
cultural group ... They made sure it was well-balanced from the beginning ... really 
has taken off .... helps the Center itself through volunteers and energy ... done lots 
of events, including a Conference and workshops on racism ... heard good things on 
turn-outs to events ... feel that their Directory is a good and useful thing for 
students." Carmen highly recommends funding the project. 
18) Educators for Social Responsibility/NH - The other times the group applied, 
Arnie Alpert of AFSC/NH said that this organization really struggling to get off the 
ground; had a hard time getting started because they're all teachers and very busy. 
He said they're great people. Part-time staff would make a great deal of difference 
to them. They have good politics. ESR, as a national organization, started with a 
--
narrow scope/focus, nuclear issues, but has broadened to have more of a focus on 
ways to resolve conflicts on controversial issues. He feels this is its strength, 
rather than taking positions on an issue= more process oriented than activist 
group. He also said that the people in the NH group whom he knows are pro-choice and 
advocates of gay & lesbian rights. "Real good folks in the group. In a place like 
NH, it's very easy for a progressive teacher to feel isolated= ESR can give these 
teachers a sense of solidarity and also provide resources about different issues." 
He also said that the group has had good attendance at recent workshops and that 
"The group continues to do good work." Arnie said that he has "a great deal of 
confidence in the people involved, who are teachers active in other groups as well, 
such as Veterans' for Peace, Central America and women's groups. He feels that 
their methods of conflict resolution would come from a progressive politics. For 
this request, Arnie said that there continues to be "a real need for this type of 
thing and this is a good program ... no other project like this in NH." He 
recommends funding again. 
19) Mass. Community Coalition for Public Education - I called Tommie Harris of 
Haymarket. They gave the group a small grant for seed money in the Spring, but 
Tommie didn't remember anything about them. I then asked Kate Cloud about one of 
their member groups, Somerville PTA. Kate said that her impression is that they 
"are conservative, if not retrograde." She hadn't heard of the Coalition itself. I 
then called Juan Vega of Chelsea's Commission on Hispanic Affairs. Juan said that 
he hadn't heard of the Coalition working with the Chelsea Parents' group, but the 
situation is Chelsea is limited. He did know of one of the Coalition's member 
groups, the Latino Parents Association in Boston. He said that his group works with 
them on bi-lingual education and English Plus issues. Juan said that they're 
progressive, with a focus on getting Latino parents involved. He also said that 
some of the group individually work on other issues such as voter registration and 
Puerto Rican political prisoners. 
20) Mujer a Mujer - I called Graciela Sanchez of the Esperanza Peace & Justice 
Center in San Antonio. She knows of the local people of this group and has also met 
some of the women from the Mexico office. She said that she's gotten many calls 
from groups around the US interested in information about the Hujer newsletter - to 
reprint articles, etc. The group had also networked with Texas women of the Levi 
Strauss strike committee. Her sense is that the group makes very positive 
connections around the US. 
21) Take Back the Night Coalition - (Please note enclosed updated info: they've 
changed their request to sound system, photocopying and advertising for their 
rally.) Steve Starkey of the Wisconsin Community Fund said this had been "around 
a long time ... doing March about 15 years ... not as big as it was in the past ... 
pretty good group ... only negative thing is they seem unfriendly to men ... seem to 
discourage men who are asked to march at end. I don't do the March anymore . . . needs 
to be more inclusive ... People of color are involved, although Madison has a low 
percentage (about 5%) of people of color living here ... The subject of the March is 
real important, especially since the campus has ·a high incident of rape there." 
22) Somerville Haitian Coalition - Lisa Wanzer of the Welcome Project said that 
she knew of this, "new organization ... much needed ... staff person lives here (in 
the Mystic Project, which has a large Haitian population) ... good beginning." She 
said that she's enthusiastic about this because she's seen the Haitian population in 
the city pulling together, good leadership developing. She feels that this could be 
the central group, which would be more positive rather than many scattered little 
groups. Lisa recommends funding. 
- 23) New Road Community Development Group of Exmore - Ava McMillan of the 
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Northampton (VA) Housing Trust said that "the community has come together and does 
so much work to bring about change ... for the past year the group has done a great 
job of making contact with other groups, had a lot of press coverage, so many people 
in this small community working on important issues, such as jobs, a youth program, 
housing ... housing very bad for some, not much new or affordable housing there ... 
predominantly an African American community ... the Eastern Shore (of VA) is still 
pretty segregated as to communities ... area has an agricultural and seafood based, 
seasonal job base .... Salary for staff would be a good thing to fund. They need a 
person to work full time in the community ... will help to carry out the group's 
goals ... I'm very impressed with the work the group's done." 
24) LG&Bi Workplace Issues Conference - Rebecca Gordon said that she hadn't heard 
of this yet, but knows some of the sponsoring groups: business owners and mostly 
white professionals, out people working in Silicon Valley, etc. Upscale gay people, 
doesn't seem like this is for the working class. 
25) Equal Protection Lewiston - Kathy Mcinnis, ex- of the ME Haymarket board, said 
she knew of this; she had worked on the Portland campaign. She said "it's a good 
group ... has a paid consultant ... have good network of groups set up ... 
predominantly gay and lesbian folks with some non-gay ... real push to involve non-
standard gays in this, not the usual mainstream types ... have work cut out because 
of the conservatives in the area, but do have support in the Franco-American 
community ... need to do more grass roots fund raising ... group isn't organizing a 
gay rights movement ... Haymarket wouldn't fund bumper stickers since they're for 
voting ... this is a political campaign for an ordinance, urging voting." Kathy had 
questions if Resist could fund bumper stickers. Educational material for outreach 
to gays and lesbians might have been a different story if that didn't urge voting 
one way or another. 
26) LG&B Campus Center - For their last request, I called Steve Starkey of 
Wisconsin Community Fund. He said that their fiscal sponsor, the 10% Society, had 
been on campus a number of years. It's a social group of gay white men doing 
seminars and fund raising dances. Steve's impression was that gay and lesbian 
people of color on campus felt out of touch with both the 10% and with the people of 
color communities. He felt that this Center was something that was really needed. 
There had been many racist incidents on campus over the past few years, including 
gross stuff at frat houses. The number of people of color on campus, including 
faculty, was small and the number of racist incidents were increasing. Steve felt 
that the Center's approach to include people of color was very good, and was also 
impressed with their contact person. Although the University had said that it's 
pro-gay, their actions had not shown this, so Steve was skeptical of them funding 
the Center. 
I called Steve again this time. He said that he hadn't heard from or about them 
in over a year. When the started, he heard a lot but not recently. He suggested 
that I call Jane Vanderbosch of the United, the main gay/lesbian advocacy group in 
Madison. She said the Center is "doing really wonderful stuff ... have good 
connections in the city ... The Center is off campus and is used by the community in 
general." Jane feels that the Health Fair does have some organizing components with 
it, especially since the issues of lesbians of color are highlighted. She feels 
that racism would be an important rallying point for organizing. Jane was very 
positive about the Center. 
27) Blue Yonder Audio - (They won't have Vol.#3 ready until November.) I first 
called Katherine Savoie of MI Committee on Human Rights who said she'd heard of them 
--
-
but didn't know much. She suggested I talk with a Native American activist Robert 
Ryan of American Indian Services. He said that these "are good people and have done 
nothing but good for the Indian community ... help sponsor our work here ... have 
raised awareness of Native American issues and of each agency they help fund." 
Robert was positive in his recommendation. 
28) Wise Fool Puppet Intervention - Again, Rebecca Gordon, who knows the founder 
and is also "very high on them ... good politics, great connections made between 
politics and culture ... very visible ... neat stuff." Highly recommended. 
29) Friends of Bosnia -For their request last April, I called Frances Crowe of 
AFSC/Western Mass. who said that AFSC is working with these people. It's "a hard 
working group of mostly Muslim students ... a lot of energy .. pulled together a march 
in Boston of about 600 people ... demos in western Mass. also ... very able people ... 
doing a great job, presently working on a teach-in at western Mass. colleges ... 
active in education at the campuses .. work well with other groups, including groups 
of people of color. Frances said her only problems with the group are that they 
support the lifting of the arms embargo against Bosnia, as well as support a 
military solution and intervention by the US/UN. Presently they do have a narrow 
focus on Bosnia only, but she said that she is trying to open their consciousness to 
a broader political analysis of the situation. She feels that they are open to 
that. 
30) Abalone Alliance - Rebecca Gordon said they used to do good anti-nuclear power 
work, now gearing up to work against Livermore Laboratory on the issue of exposure 
of neighboring area people to toxins, etc. Rebecca also knew of the computer net, 
which is part of Peacenet. Generally, their politics are anarchic, non violence. 
Done work on sexism. 
31) Peace Offerings - I talked with Naomi Jaffee of the Holding Our Own Fund in 
Albany. She said that this is "a good project, supports the Social Justice Center 
which is a key part of the movement in the city ... makes connections between 
politics and cultural issues ... performs a good cultural function ... good politics .. 
done diversity recruiting for staff/volunteers ... did a program last fall around the 
anti-Columbus Day protests, including an exhibit of indigenous products/art ... had 
an exhibit of Guatemalan weaving ... do non-exploitative purchasing." Naomi was 
surprised they only seemed to raise $6,400 for the SJC last year. 
For peace and justice, 
• 
• 
• 
ARTS/RESIST 
Report to Board Meeting 
9/12/93 
In general, things are going smoothly. The show will be up at Mobius 10/6 -
10/23. Events will be held October 6th, (S-8 opening, October 14th, 15th, and 
16th. The October 15th event, an evening of Haitian culture, is being 
coordinated by one of the artists invited to participate, Roberta Hayes. She 
has asked for specific kinds of assistance from RESIST which the ARTS/RESIST 
group is trying to provide (For example, I am writing a short piece about 
RESIST's support of Haitian groups, to be used in outreach for this event). 
1. Announcements: Announcements went out Sept. 7th to a much larger mailing 
list than originally anticipated, as it proved hard to cut down on lists we 
received. We also wrote an article for the RESIST newsletter about the event. 
In addition, an announcement about the MAIL/FAX component went out through 
international networks. This was coordinated by ARTS/RESIST member Jeremy 
Grainger. We are collaborating closely with MOBIUS staff on promotion and 
publicity for this event. Also, Rick Schwartz, whom we hired to help with PR 
for the anniversary party, is helping with personal calls to arts reporters 
whom he knows. He is doing this for free to make up for what he felt was a bit 
of slowness on his previous work for us. 
2. Budget. We are within our budget so far. See budget report attached . 
3. Staff Time. I have spent approximately 6 hours per month on this project, 
over the past 8 months, which is somewhat less than anticipated. 
4. Board Help needed: · 
A. Food for opening. Ideally, a board member would volunteer to 
coordinate this. 
B. Help hanging show, October 3rd. Help taking down show, October 24th. 
C. Gallery sitting on hours Mobius is not open. They are open Wed -
Friday 12 - 5. If we want the exhibit open during the weekends (Oct 9-10 and 
16-17) or any evenings, we must provide volunteers for this. I do not want to 
ask the ARTS/RESIST group to provide much more volunteer time as several 
members of that group have worked overttime on this already. (Oct. 16-17 is 
Open Studio at Fort Point Channel.) 
D. Technical assistance during events, Friday night is video screening 
so we need video operator. May also need VCR, I'm not sure. Saturday night we 
need sound person; Thursday night we need sound person, and opening night we 
need sound person. Meredith will speak on behalf of RESIST, followed by 
comments from the group "Buffalo Gals". 
5. If art is sold at the event, the proceeds go to the artist and to Mobius. 
However, we will solicit donations to Resist at the opening event, at the 
other events held in conjunction with the show, and via a donations box at all 
hours the show is open. Admission to events will be asked as a donation. 
We hope to raise approximately $500 via donations. 
• 
• 
• 
ARTS/RESIST Budget Budget 
Call to Artists 
Preparation and duplication of call 
Postage for call 300 
donated+ $20.00 
85.00 
Art New England ad 
Curation 
Curatorial coordinator 60 hrs at $10.00 
Promotion and Advertising 
Show 
press packets 15.00 at $4.00 
[printing/postage] 
printing announcements 1500 at .20 
postage for announcements 500 at .19 
re-printing RESIST history article 
typesetting announcements 
mailing lists 
material for hanging 
gallery rental 
food for opening 
sound system 
video system 
Hail Art Component 
fax machine rental 
international postage 
phone 
Overhead 
phone (in-kind) 
office space (in-kind) 
staff time (in-kind) approx 1.5 hours/week 
food for committee meetings 
proposals 
600.00 
60.00 
300.00 
95.00 
25.00 
donated 
donated 
50.00 
donated 
donated 
120.00 
75.00 
TOTAL 1550.00 
*includes lunch for panel during all-day jurying 
**actual press run, 5000 
Additional Anniversary Expenses 
Materials for hanging display of Resist grantees Food Coop 
Actual 
9/1/93 
18.70 
29.00 
48.75 
595.00 
(170.00)** 
50.00 
25.00 
6.00 
(62.00) 
60.50* 
14.00 
1078.95 
48.27 
. . ~ 
• 
• 
• 
9/12/93 
Art Show update: 
1. Additional expenses for press and mailing announcements brings 
total expenses so far to $1400.00. 
2. We have not completed the mailing: 
* in order to mail out the remaining pieces, we need 
approximately $300.00 more. 
*In addition, we still anticipate needing $150.00 for phones 
(for fax art component); materials for hanging show, and 
rental of Mobius's video and slide projecting equipment. 
*Finally, we have received requests for assistance in paying 
for mats and glass for framing photographs from two 
photographers; as well as childcare and bus fare for the 
person we invited to speak on mail art on Thursday night. If 
we provided $75.00 each for each of the two artists, and $60 
for the bus fare and child care, this would come to $210. 
3. This all adds up to $660. We had Sl550 in the budget, so we 
are $510 short of what we need. We have had very good volunteer 
contributions to this event so far [such as spending four hours 
at our mailing party] and I find it difficult to ask for still 
further contributions, although art group members are willing to 
try to find donations of material for hanging, etc. I thought 
first I would come to the board to ask for $500 (+ or - ten 
dollars) to cover the additional ~xpenses. We also hope to raise 
money for RESIST through donations. Finally, Jorge Casas at Red 
Sun Press is going to make a limited edition series of silk 
screen posters which we can sell at the art show for additiona~ 
revenue . 
